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Our Mission ?

Our Vision ?

Universities 
  we are working with: 

We at DoctorsQuery are trying to make the Medical 
Education Abroad (MBBS) a unique experience for our 
students by guiding the young minds through their journey 
to become doctors.Our Mission is to Provide Opportunities 
to Students in Fulfilling their Dream of Studying Medicine 
and Become Doctors.

DoctorsQuery has a Vision to Bring Transparency and gain 
Trust of Students & Their Parents about MBBS Abroad.

5000+ 
   Students Counselled

6+ 
   Years of Experience in 
    Russia

40+ 
   Documentation Points

Currently we are working 
with Universities of Russia, 
Ukraine, Kazakhstan & 
Philippines, and have been 
sending students to these 
universities since past 5 
years.

We are an organization based in India and Russia, working to
recruit interested students into Medical Universities Abroad, 
with a focus on providing accurate and genuine information 
to students all across the sub-continent by using various 
means to reach out to the potential candidates.

Who we are ?

   Ukraine           Russia         Philippine   Kazakhstan 



  "DOCTOR" the word itself has lots of responsibilities people 
who have the abbreviation of this word in front of their name
have a Nobel place in our society. There are many students
who want to become a doctor and serve our nation and
society but their dreams are crushed because of rejection
which they face in several medical competitive exams and 
as a result they are left with no option other than dropping 
their precious dream. We at DoctorsQuery make students
aware about MBBS abroad, pors and cons about it and 
make the process affordable, easy  and transparent for
then such that every student get a chance to fulfill their
dreams.As a student what I have learned from my school
days till date is many people don't achieve excellence
because of lack of vision or limited vision to achieve the 
goals and dreams we need to dream beyond what is
possible. Everything that we see today was a dream before
became reality. All I would like to as is being a medical
student one should live with enthusiasm, direction and a 
sense of purpose and make your parents and family 
members proud one day!! As a CEO I  would  conclude by
saying "PROSPERITY BRINGS RESPONSIBILITY. WE
CANNOT BUILD INDUSTRY AND INFRASTRUCTURE
WHILE DESTROYING THE MORAL AND SOCIAL FIBER".

Ceo's Message

DR. SUDHIR MITTAN

Being a doctor requires many years of dedication, hard work 
and lots of sacrifices which a medical student has to go 
through. Medical students don't study for their degree but 
they study to save lifes;they study for the day when everyone 
looks upon them with great hopes and they are only one 
standing in between their patients life and death bed.It need 
lots of dedication towards a profession like MEDICINE  
where you have to keep aside all your personal matters and 
work day and night for betterment of others. WE at Doctors
Query work and help students not only to fulfill their dreams 
but also provide Nobel laureates called DOCTORS who 
serve our nation and society.

We firmly believe that no dream is too big, and no case too trivial, 
when it comes to overseas dream. We can proudly state that 
many of our alumni have been placed in world class universities 
around the globe. We believe in promoting and working towards 
a border less world, where knowledge and labor flow in efficient 
patterns across the world. We believe in a truly merit based world
where the best talent is mapped to the best job, and the best 
student to the best university, irrespective of nationality and 
circumstance.“We have promises to keep and miles to go before 
we sleep”. “We as a doctor understand the responsibilities 
towards the world, the knowledge to cure & the same we try to 
give our students”We as a DoctorsQuery made a promise to 
ourselves and to you, to provide the best quality service, and we 
are honored to keep our promise to help you realize your dreams,
dreams to wear white suite, dreams to serve the needed.

ARUN DHIMAN

DR. VIKAS PILANIA
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Top Medical Universities in Russia



Kemerovo State 
Medical University

Orenburg State Medical 
University



Welcome to Philippine It is an archipelago consisting of some 7,100 islands 
and islets lying about 500 miles (800 km) off the 
coast of Vietnam. Manila is the capital, but nearby 
Quezon City is the country’s most-populous city. 
Both are part of the National Capital Region (Metro 
Manila), located on Luzon, the largest island. The 
second largest island of the Philippines is Mindanao,
in the southeast.
The Philippines takes its name from Philip II, who 
was king of Spain during the Spanish colonization 
of the islands in the 16th century. Because it was 
under Spanish rule for 333 years and under U.S. 
tutelage for a further 48 years, the Philippines has 
many cultural affinities with the West. It is, for 
example, the second most-populous Asian country
(following India) with English as an official language 
and one of only two predominantly Roman Catholic 
countries in Asia (the other being East Timor). 
Despite the prominence of such Anglo-European 
cultural characteristics, the peoples of the 
Philippines are Asian in consciousness and 
aspiration.The country was wracked by political 
turmoil in the last quarter of the 20th century.After 
enduring more than a decade of authoritarian rule
under Pres.

Manila

Philippine Peso

Filipino

Christian

+63

32°C (Summer) to 18°C (Winter) 

LYCEUM NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY UNIVERSITY OF PERPETUAL HELP SYSTEM DALTA

DAVAO MEDICAL COLLEGE AMA SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Established in: 1931
City: Dagupan
Medium of Teaching: Fully English
Indian Mess: Available 
Cost of Living:10000/Month

Established in: 1934
City: Manila
Medium of Teaching: Fully English
Indian Mess: Available
Cost of Living: 12000/Month

Established in: 1964
City: Davao
Medium of Teaching: Fully English
Indian Mess: Available 
Cost of Living: 11000/Month

Established in: 1979
City: Makati
Medium of Teaching: Fully English
Indian Mess: Available 
Cost of Living: 10000/Month 

Top Medical Universities In Philippine



Welcome to Ukraine

Ukraine is a large country in Eastern Europe known
for its Orthodox churches, Black Sea coastline and
forested mountains. Its capital, Kiev, features the 
gold-domed St. Sophia's Cathedral, with 11th 
century mosaics and frescoes. Overlooking the 
Dnieper River is the Kiev Pechersk Lavra monastery
complex, a Christian pilgrimage site housing 
Scythian tomb relics and catacombs containing 
mummified Orthodox monks.
A fully independent Ukraine emerged only late in the 
20th century, after long periods of successive 
domination by Poland-Lithuania, Russia, and the 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (U.S.S.R.). 
Ukraine had experienced a brief period of 
independence in 1918–20, but portions of western 
Ukraine were ruled by Poland, Romania, and 
Czechoslovakia in the period between the two 
World Wars, and Ukraine thereafter became part 
of the Soviet Union as the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist 
Republic (S.S.R.). When the Soviet Union began to 
unravel in 1990–91, the legislature of the Ukrainian 
S.S.R. declared sovereignty (July 16, 1990) and then
 outright independence (August 24, 1991), a move 
that was confirmed by popular approval in a 
plebiscite(December 1, 1991). 

Kyiv

Ukraine hryvnia

Ukrainian

Christianity

+380

30°C (Summer) to -15°C (Winter) 
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Top Medical Universities in Ukraine

LVIV NATIONAL MEDICAL UNIVERSITY IVANO-FRANKIVSK NATIONAL MEDICAL UNIVERSITY

TERNOPIL STATE MEDICAL UNIVERSITY BUKOVINIAN STATE MEDICAL UNIVERSITY

UZHHOROD  NATIONAL MEDICAL UNIVERSITY KYIV NATIONAL  MEDICAL UNIVERSITY

Established in: 1784
City: Lviv
Medium of Teaching: Fully English
Indian Mess: Available 
Cost of Living:14000/Month

Established in: 1945
City: I
Medium of Teaching: Fully English
Indian Mess: Available 
Cost of Living:11000/Month

vano-Frankivsk

Established in: 1957
City: Ternopil
Medium of Teaching: Fully English
Indian Mess: Available 
Cost of Living:12000/Month

Established in: 1944
City: Chernivtsi
Medium of Teaching: Fully English
Indian Mess: Available 
Cost of Living:10000/Month

Established in: 1945
City: Uzhhorod
Medium of Teaching: Fully English
Indian Mess: Available 
Cost of Living:12000/Month

Established in: 1992
City: Kyiv
Medium of Teaching: Fully English
Indian Mess: Available 
Cost of Living:14000/Month



Welcome to Kazakhstan Kazakhstan, also spelled Kazakstan, officially 
Republic of Kazakhstan, Kazakh Qazaqstan 
Respublikasï, country of Central Asia. It is bounded 
on the northwest and north by Russia, on the east 
by China, and on the south by Kyrgyzstan,
Uzbekistan, the Aral Sea, and Turkmenistan; the 
Caspian Sea bounds Kazakhstan to the southwest.
Kazakhstan is the largest country in Central Asia 
and the ninth largest in the world. Between its most 
distant points, Kazakhstan measures about 1,820 
miles (2,930 kilometres) east to west and 960 miles 
north to south. While Kazakhstan was not 
considered by authorities in the former Soviet Union
to be a part of Central Asia, it does have physical 
and cultural geographic characteristics similar to 
those of the other Central Asian countries. The 
capital is Nur-Sultan (formerly Astana, Aqmola, and 
Tselinograd), in the north-central part of the country.
Kazakhstan, formerly a constituent (union) republic 
of the U.S.S.R., declared independence on
December 16, 1991.Kazakhstan’s great mineral 
resources and arable lands have long aroused the 
envy of outsiders, and the resulting exploitation has 
generated environmental and political problems.

Nur-Sultan (Astana)

Kazakhstani Tenge

Kazakh

Islam

+7

30°C (Summer) to -20°C (Winter) 

ASFENDIYAROV KAZAKH NATIONAL UNIVERSITY AL-FARABI NATIONAL MEDICAL UNIVERSITY 

ASTANA MEDICAL UNIVERSITY SOUTH KAZAKH MEDICAL UNIVERSITY

Established in: 1931
City: Almaty
Medium of Teaching: Fully English
Indian Mess: Available 
Cost of Living:10000/Month

Established in: 1934
City: Almaty
Medium of Teaching: Fully English
Indian Mess: Available
Cost of Living: 12000/Month

Established in: 1964
City: Astana
Medium of Teaching: Fully English
Indian Mess: Available 
Cost of Living: 11000/Month

Established in: 1979
City: Shymkent
Medium of Teaching: Fully English
Indian Mess: Available 
Cost of Living: 11000/Month 

Top Medical Universities In Kazakhstan
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June 2019- The Great Leap
Students from all over India started joining 
DoctorsQuery as an Organization and trusting us 
because of transparency and genuine information 
about medical education Abroad.



DoctorsQuery is constantly helping students right away from their admissions 
to the completion of their degrees and further as well. By bringing knowledge 
of Indian education system to Russia, we are trying to take education to a 
whole new level. With the  help of our mentors who are experienced doctors 
themselves, we help students to prepare for NEXT/ MCI/ USMLE/ PLAB 
exams and achieve the horizon of their dreams. We put efforts in giving them 
the best we can. Best of all, the motivation we extend to them help them to
identify their abilities and weaknesses which lead them to the path of success. 

DoctorsQuery, with constant endurance of our team of best erudite mentors,
with their creative acumen and skills, empower students to face those 
examinations successfully by providing loads of knowledge, infusing a joyful 
subject learning experience and boasting confidence. 

We implement experienced techniques to make aspirants gain unique blended 
learning opportunity to prove themselves and to make their dreams come true. 
We are always ready to help them in every way possible there.

Our highlights:- 

* We conduct test more often to analyse the strengths and weaknesses 
     of students.

* Teaching and guidance by the expert doctors from India in Russia where 
     students actually study.

*  We give special attention to students who need it.- A total of 19 subjects 
     are covered in the period from the first to sixth year for getting 
     successful results in NEXT/ MCI/ USMLE/ PLAB.

*  Doubts does not remain doubts as we always discuss them with students.

They use this knowledge not only in exams but also in their careers as a 
doctor.We bring a very well arranged schedule of classes covering a total 
of 19 subjects from the very first year to the sixth year. Our mentors from 
India try their best to make students aware of every possible thing they will 
face in their examinations. With them, the students can enhance their strengths 
and work on their weaknesses as they are there to guide them always. Tests 
and continuous teachings makes a great methodology which helps students 
analyse their weak spots they should work on. This gives them chance to 
work and give the best of them.

Doctors Query on Next/MCI/PLAB/USMLE








